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Reflection and Dialogue

Reflection and 
Dialogue: 
Key aspects of 
Action 
Research
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Critical friends



Voice: who here has an influential voice?



Historic Suppression 
of Voice

In the past, only one voice was heard
- external academic researcher
Research was done ‘on’ others,
teachers and children, whose voices
were not included in the research
accounts
The dangers of having one
dominant, sometimes male, voice are
obvious in the current political arena
worldwide

This scenario is counterproductive,
anti-democratic and disempowering



More enlightened approach
The current polyvocal 

(Pithouse-Morgan and 

Samaras 2019) approach 

recognises the right of all 

participants to have a voice in 

research.

Embracing diverse ways of 

seeing, knowing and doing... 

https://museum.mcmaster.ca/about/news/polyvocal-

summa-2015-exhibition/

https://museum.mcmaster.ca/about/news/polyvocal-summa-2015-exhibition/


Richard Winter (1998) Finding a voice – thinking with others: a conception of 

action research, Educational Action Research, 6:1, 53-68



Guiding principles for how we live 

our lives

Underpin our thoughts and actions

Often present at a tacit level

Through engaging in self-

questioning and critical 

reflection, values can become 

explicit



Identifying Our Values

What is important to me in my work? And why? 

What do I want to achieve? And why?

What do I think are important qualities in my 

relationships with others? And why?

What is the motivation for my actions? And why?



Categories of Values
Ontological values inform our way of being in the world 

and our relationships with others e.g. respect, care, empathy

Epistemological values are to do with our view of 

knowledge and how knowledge is created e.g. dialogue, 

knowledge creation

Educational values relate to teaching, pedagogy and 

curriculum e.g. equality, fairness, inclusion



Write down one value that you feel

is important to you in your work.

Explain to the person beside you 

why this value is important to you.

Activity



Trust, respect, love, care

Empathy 

Creativity

Independence

Motivation

Aistear Values



Caring and nurturing environment

Interactions with children should 

result in positive experiences

Equality, inclusion, sense of belonging

Trusting relationships

Síolta Values



Values are not abstract concepts

Not sufficient to leave values at the level of policy

Need to be actively lived in our daily practice

Constant reflection in and on our actions (Schön 

1995) will help to maintain an awareness of our 

values 

Living Values



Values not being realised in our practice

Reasons for this anomaly

Living contradiction (Whitehead 1989; 2018)

Feel a need to change one’s practice so that we 

can live to our values

Action research begins with values (McNiff 2002)

Difficulty in Living to Our Values



I assert my right to uphold my values

However, I must also recognise the right of 

others to hold their values

This may be a cause of tension

Ask: are they life affirming, sustainable, for 

the common good? (Sullivan et al.2016)

Competing Values



Communities of practice (Wenger 1998)

Collaboration and cooperation

Dialogue and professional conversations

Respect for views and contributions of all

Mutual and reciprocal relationships (Buber 

1958)

Community Values



Ethics in action research

The efforts we make to ensure that our 

account of 'what I did and what happened'

is 'as true as can be’ (McDonagh 2017 n.p.)

Ethics include values, responsibilities towards research 

participants, considerations for others who are 

involved in the research process and requirements 

when making your research public



In groups of 3 or 4 consider the questions on the sheet. 

You can do this even of you have never conducted your 

own research. 

Making sense of ethics



Ethical responsibilities 
to participants 

Do I, as a researcher, select certain participants because they would be 

more likely to provide interesting research information?

Can I. as a researcher, ensure that participants were not volunteered into 

the research but willingly volunteer?

If young children participate in research is it important to debrief them 

after the research? 



Ethical responsibilities towards 
participants relate to justice

When selecting participants and engage with them in  a 

just way

● Involve them as fully as possible in the research. Their involvement may 

help researchers see things from new perspectives; this may begin 

changes in the research and lead to more reliable research.

● Whether your research is for accreditation or not, ensure that 

participants have, in ways they understand, full information about their 

involvement.



Ethical considerations for others 

Can I, as a researcher, select critical friends who will 

agree with me? 

Can I, as a researcher, tweak my data to suit my beliefs?

Why has published research so many names, dates and 

page numbers?



Ethical considerations for others relate to 
honesty

● Documenting the learning from research failures 

● Avoiding trimming or selective reporting of data, 

cooking or fabricating the data 

● Citing of anyone else’s discovery, words, ideas, in 

a way that others can find it



Ethical requirements when 
making research public 

Should agencies that fund research influence 

the research findings?

Is research conducted in ways that suits funders?

Do I need participants permission before publishing their work?

Who owns the my data and my research journal? 

Do supervisors have the right to publish a student’s research? 



Ethically making research public: power 

Disparities of power often need to be addressed 

during a research process

● between commissioners and funders of research and researchers

● Between adults and children (Hickey 2018) 

● Between supervisors and students (Mannix McNamara 2018)



Justice,  honesty and power are current 
issues in real-life action research 

Ethics are a set of principles that support 

researchers in conducting research so that it is done 

justly, and without harming anyone in the process’ 

(Hickey 2018 n.p.). 



Links to the real-world? We find that real-world research requires a 
values-based approach, on-going, dialogue and critique, and explaining questions such as 
issues about power, justice, honesty and ethics.
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